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“THE DOUBLE PORTION OUTPOURING (PART I)

W

e are in the year of the double portion as
we stated in our last newsletter, and the
spiritual rains are beginning to come down
upon us. We all love to watch the rains come
down, especially when it is really hot and dry,
and we are so thirsty we could almost drink a
gallon of cold water. As those first drops of cool
summer rain hit the ground, almost immediately
you can begin to smell that unmistakable
fragrance letting you know that the dry spell is
momentarily over, as the dry ground drinks up
the precious life-giving substance.
Recently, while I was sitting watching the
rains come down, thoughts started coming to me
about how natural rain is so much like spiritual
rain in that it nourishes and refreshes not only
the trees, grass and ground it falls on, but also
changes the temperature, climate and the
atmosphere of where you are.
Whenever we experience a personal genuine
spiritual revival or refreshing, it changes us inside
and causes us to affect those we come in contact
with. Likewise, anytime spiritual rains fall upon a
large group of people like a church, it not only
affects each of those people in a personal way,
but it also changes the spiritual atmosphere
or climate of the area where they are.
Revelation comes easier; people are more open,
even hungry for the gospel. There is an
awareness of the presence of God, and the level
of faith in the people seems to be very high.
Healings, signs and wonders become the norm.
Since the Lord gave me the vision of the
coming outpouring rains of the Holy Spirit two
years ago, and the related message for the
Church this last January, He has confirmed it

several times through other men who have
prophetic revelation and insight into the plans
and purposes of God. Because of this, I have felt
the need to start writing to you about this coming
outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon the earth and
revivals that have taken place in the past, to help
prepare us for The Apostolic Reformation that
is already beginning to manifest, and that will
change and transform the church as we know it.
A reformation is not the same as a
revival. When revivals have come in the past,
they have affected churches. If it is strong
enough like the Azusa Pentecostal Revival, it
impacts cities and sometimes even whole
nations. However, when the Lord sends
reformation, it is an epoch event that shakes
the foundations of the church, transforming
not only churches but cities, nations, and
the whole secular world.
On the day of the Lord’s crucifixion and later
on the Day of Pentecost, the earth was shaken,
as the Age of the Church started. After that, the
next and most well known reformation was the
Protestant Reformation started by Martin Luther,
when God shook the foundations of the church.
Whenever God sends reformation, it
always comes with remarkable and unusual
displays of the supernatural power of God.
This Apostolic Reformation that is coming, will
prepare us for the coming Glorious Kingdom of
God upon the earth. It will bring about a release
of the Kingdom of God upon the nations (even
Israel and Islam), presidents and governments
thus preparing the world for an outpouring
of the Spirit of God of such mega
proportions never seen before.

